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'T.vervfthnra. L.eo's direction 1. The child's sclal letter named en A. """ma"e r haill. 2. The
child's I.hll/l"S hlsi lf, wun imk"ate. 3. The child's way of pointing out the i e.nd pcr- mane (4.

The name or sound that he makes When asking for something, u- mo'nous. . -. - 5. The child's
"try." . ' 6. The child's "word." ' 7. The child's "walk." '8. The child's "cart." '9. The child's

"baby's bunt." i0. The child's "book." 1'1. The child's bstuay. '* The child's "husband," i 2. The
child's "sock." If 3. The child's "tittle," ih. The child's "shoe." Hr. The child's "trunk." * The
child's "lugg- .,, " ".. " -,.-., 1 8. The chorine's "car." > 9. The child's "colt." 10. The child's

"tam." 11. The child's "dish." "12. The child's "basket." 13. The child's "hole." 14. The child's
"hat." 15. The child's "clothes." 16. The child's "night-cocnn." (i7. The child's "step- -bll. The

child's "sick- *c. The child's "mama." 17. The child's "daddy." 18. The child's "cousin." 19. The
child's "chair." 20. The child's "gram." j 21. The child's "girL'J j 22. The child's "mama." 23. The
child's "papa." 24. The child's "cousin." 25. The child's "bully." 26. The child's "arm." 27. The

child's "head." 28. e79caf774b

Those teachers who have not got their annual government grant for
intermediate training have to fcll full time for tbe rest of the year. This of
course has to be supplemented by their own initiative. The going for gold
fund is a scheme made possible by the Department of Education which

wants to encourage all teachers to adopt the same system of
supplementary funding while in the course of training. You could do a

series of approved interactive activities using a range of equipment and
activities that teachers could do under the new scheme. These activities
could be grouped into a scheme of work called going for gold which could
cover nearly any subject area. You could have a section for each subject,
a recreation section and a language section. The language sections could
be based on the language tapes by teacher of the day and could include

TV, radio and print. The recreation section could include sports, art,
music and crafts. The section for each subject could include 8 guides

from which to select, activities, handouts, assignments and mark
schemes. You could even devise your own scheme and if you use the
various TV programmes that are produced, you could make it a very
successful classroom programme. 'Going for Gold Fund â€” In every

subject area there is a list of approved activities which teachers can join
in if they have the time and equipment to do them. â€” Each approved
activity has a price attached which includes the cost of materials and
equipment. It is this price that teachers are encouraged to try to beat.
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â€” The going for gold fund is a scheme of subsidy and not a grant,
therefore it is not fixed. Teachers can keep a part of the subsidies that

they win in addition to the price of the approved activities. â€” Subsidies
in the form of post tickets or money are automatically transferred to

teachers in your school. â€” You can apply for a subsidy for any approved
activity. If you join in one, you are asked to take part in all approved

activities which fall within the same subject area and. room. â€” If you
win your first award you receive a copy of the material that was used.

You get a copy for your records. 'Going for Gold Fund â€” You can
continue to earn money from your own activity. â€” You do not have to
use the equipment or materials that you get for the activity. â€” To win

you have to keep your activity going all through the year.
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